MEDIA RELEASE
Nomad Technics performs its first 120-month inspection on a Bombardier Global 5000
Basel, March 30, 2022 - Nomad Technics has recently completed its first 120-month inspection on a
Bombardier Global 5000 aircraft.
During the largest maintenance event to be undertaken on a Global 5000, the 120-month inspection saw a
thorough examination of the aircraft’s airframe and after the complete removal of the cabin’s interior
generated a significant amount of corrosion findings and repairs. During the maintenance time, several
Service Bulletins (SBs) were executed, while the cabin interior has undergone a complete refurbishment,
including carpet change, seat re-upholstery and soft material replacement. Some exterior paint repairs were
done as well.
„The successful completion of this first 120-month inspection is a significant milestone for Nomad Technics
and will enable us to enhance our capabilities to provide this type of maintenance services on a variety of
other aircraft types”, says Christophe Haeffelin, Director Maintenance of Nomad Technics. Estelle Thorin, the
company’s Director Sales & Project Management adds: „Being able to offer this demanding work opens up
new markets for Nomad Technics. We are looking forward to welcoming owners and operators of
Bombardier aircraft at our Basel/Switzerland facility to demonstrate our highly skilled VVIP aircraft
maintenance and bespoke aviation services.”
About Nomad Technics AG:
Nomad Technics AG, the maintenance division of Nomad Aviation AG based in Basel/Switzerland, is an EASA
Part-145 approved organization (Approval No. CH.145.0386) and provides maintenance inspection and nonroutine repair work on Bombardier Challenger 300, 604, 850 series, Bombardier Global XRS, Global 5000,
Global 6000 and Embraer Legacy 600 and 650 business jets as well as line and base maintenance work on the
Airbus A320 family and Boeing 737NG series.
The company occupies its own 5’100 m2 hangar together with 6’800 m2 of additional ramp space at the
International EuroAirport in Basel / Switzerland. In addition to maintenance the company provides
hangarage and parking services for aircraft up to the size of the Airbus A320 family and Boeing 737 series.
Disinfection of any type of business jets is also on offer.
About Nomad Aviation:
Nomad Aviation of Zurich/Switzerland provides aircraft management and charter services. It operates an
exclusive fleet of aircraft, ranging from light to ultra-long-range jets and VVP Airliners including Cessna
Citation Jet 2+, Embraer Legacy 600, Dassault Falcon 2000S & Falcon 8X, Gulfstream G450, Bombardier
Global 5000 and 6000 and Airbus ACJ319. Nomad Aviation has offices in Zurich-Kloten and Basel, Switzerland
as well as in Sliema, Malta.
For further information please contact Estelle Thorin, Nomad Technics, at +41 58 856 8800 or by e-mail:
communications@nomadjet.eu.
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